
RELIABILITY ENGINEER RESUME EXAMPLE
Robert Marshall
3234 Dawson Drive 
Little Rock, AR 72212 
(111)-905-5203 
[email] Licensed engineer with strong ability to analyze data which causes problem in the workforce.
Determined in identifying reliability problems and focused in finding solutions and
recommendations. Efficient in investigations and updated with the latest in mechanical technology. 
Solid knowledge in data analysis Techniques.

Accurate computation skills.

Ability to prepare charts, drawings, and diagrams.

Strong organizational skills.

Ability to determine the cost advantages of alternatives.

Responsible worker.

Excellent communications skills.

Professional Background and Accomplishments:
Senior Reliability Engineer

Gathered basic reliability data from the reports and analyzed them by the use of current engineering procedures.

Performed routine calculations by conducting tests on system details.

Initiated engineering studies on defective equipments and made a report to the superior engineer.

Followed company health and safety policies.

Traced the cause of company losses in production.

Listed the equipment which needed high maintenance cost and looked for ways and means to reduce costs. 

Developed a plan or strategy to reduce losses in the company and submitted the same to management.

Facilitated in the implementation of the plan.

Managed the risk in achieving company’s objective to produce high quality and maximum amount of production.

Used tools in determining problems like Preliminary Hazard Analysis, Criticality Analysis, and Simplified Failure Modes
and Effect Analysis.

Participated in the monitoring of new installations in the project.

Developed engineering solutions to prevent failures in the future. Reliability Engineer Assistant

Worked with the senior reliability engineer in maintaining new and modified installations.

Installed security system to office equipment and facilities.

Provided preventive measures in risky situation and prepared alternative plans.

Applied data analysis technique to prevent failures in mall operations.

Assisted the Senior Reliability Engineer in monitoring the life cycle of the mall operations and recorded the
observations.

Employment History:
Senior Reliability Engineer, MM and Brothers Co., Inc., Kansas City, KS, (2010 – Present)
Reliability Engineer Assistant Super Sale Mall, Cincinnati, OH, (2005 – 2010)

EDUCATION:
BS in Engineering, University of San Francisco, San Francisco, CA (2005)
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